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LISTENING TO LANDSCAPES:
RE-THINKING CONSERVATION THROUGH SOUND

RAI 2021: ANTHROPOLOGY & CONSERVATION
As the planet faces imminent ecocide, it is becoming increasingly apparent that global conservation models are
unable to address current environmental challenges. The exclusion of Indigenous knowledge systems from
current conservation thinking reinforces the colonial hegemony that has shaped how human-ecology
relationships are understood, and the exclusion of these knowledge systems limits the ways in which these
relationships can be rethought. This panel seeks to rethink conservation through sound, drawing on sonic
methods such as deep listening, field recording, data sonification, sonic ecologies, and ambisonics. We invite
papers which draw on sound as both an object and medium of analysis, exploring the role sound can play in the
production of ecological knowledge and in the development of innovative conversation strategies.
DEADLINE: 2ND JULY 2021 | TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL CLICK HERE.

ONGOING MAL PROJECTS
GUARANI & KAIOWÁ VIRTUAL MUSEUM
In this project, UCL MAL will produce collaboratively with
the Guarani & Kaiowá Indigenous women, a Virtual
Museum supported on the Mozilla Hubs platform. This
Virtual Museum project seeks to address concerns raised
by Indigenous communities regarding community access
to heritage management by creating a digital infrastructure
through which local communities can preserve, curate, and
display their material and immaterial cultural heritage.

OGA PYSY | MULTIMEDIA HERITAGE
This project aims to document the material processes and
technical knowledge through which Guarani & Kaiowá
ceremonial houses are constructed and the ritual practises
that these structures enable. A wide range of rerecording
techniques will be used in the process of documentation.
All recordings will be delivered to the British Museum's
Endangered Material Knowledges Program

MAKING VIOLENCE VISIBLE
This project aims to create an interactive map
showing the incidence and geographical distribution
of violence against women in Guarani and Kaiowá
Indigenous communities in Brazil. This partnership
with Guarani and Kaiowá Indigenous communities
seeks to support indigenous women’s strategies to
combat gender inequalities by providing a digital
infrastructure which allows gender-based violence
to be monitored and made visible.
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Decolonising the Digital: Collaborative approaches to virtual heritage
DECOLONISING THE DIGITAL: COLLABORATIVE
APPROACHES TO VIRTUAL HERITAGE
MAL member Sidali Sid explores the promises of Virtual
Reality in this recent article in UCL's Anthropolitan
Magazine. In collaboration with the Guarani and Kaiowá
Indigenous women, MAL's ongoing projects examine the
ways
in
which
digital
technologies
unsettle
anthropological research and encourage anti-colonial
thinking.

MAL SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM
To stay up-to-date with UCL MAL and follow the progress
of our upcoming collaborations with the Guarani & Kaiowá
community, head over to our social media pages!
Follow our Instagram for audio-visual storytelling featuring
a variety of mediums such as VR and ambisonic sound,
and look out for exciting weekly takeovers hosted by our
global network of interdisciplinary researchers.
Follow our Facebook and Twitter pages to learn more
about our behind-the-scenes research, spanning from
virtual heritage preservation and collaborations to VR
Museum construction and interactive map case studies.

Subscribe to our LinkedIn for progress and
updates from across our nine international teams
and learn more about the experience of working
with UCL MAL!

MAL PODCAST
The MAL Sound Hub has been developing a podcast which explores
the relationship between sound, ecology and knowledge, critically
engaging with the concept of the Anthropocene. Through a series of
conversations with practitioners and researchers, we have been the
importance of listening to other species, and how we can learn from
listening to ecologies.
So far we have interviewed the artist Alice Bucknell, Jez Riley
French, Jana Winderen, and Melbourne/ Naarm based sound artist
Ame Kanngieser. We have many more exciting conversations
scheduled over the next few weeks, and we look forward to launching
the podcast in the autumn term.

MAL TEAM UPDATES
LISTENING TO THE CURVE | The Sonification of London’s Covid-19 Data.
Caragh Murphy-Collinson and Sidali Sid.
In the wake of the Covid-19 crisis, corporate, educational, and public institutions have been forced to
reformulate the way they function. Government briefings have been provided to the public in the ineffectual
and sterile forms of graphs and excel numerics, and voiced in dispassionate tones. To emphasise the gravity
of our current climate, and do justice to what these data points represent, Caragh Murphy-Collinson and Sidali
Sid are developing a project that aims to diversify methods of presentation by generating accessible, affective
media that is not understood exclusively by academics. The duo propose the medium of sound, to give voice
to the ‘curve’. Focussing on the city of London, of which there is a great source of quantitative information
covering diverse areas, they will transform governmental data and policy into an audible medium. Sonification
seeks to overcome the limitations of portraying large amounts of ‘big data’ in a visually coherent manner. By
placing public transport data points on a timeline of policy and restriction changes over the last year, we can
produce a sonified representation of Covid impacts on public mobility.

Tiphaine Trudell
Overcoming the misleading statement that human rights held
little interest for cultural anthropologists, Tiphaine is currently
working on a short HR-related documentary. She is following
the #FreeAhmedSamir student movement, which was created
in support of Egyptian prisoner of conscience Ahmed Samir.
Student at the Central European University, Samir has been
unlawfully detained by the Egyptian government since
February 2021. Tiphaine follows some student members,
asking them to reflect about the various channels they rely on
to defend academic freedom and their friend’s basic human
rights. This documentary is therefore not about the legal case
per se, but rather about the power of the student-led protest
and the meaningfulness of day-to-day actions. It promotes the
use of visual representation to tackle human rights.
You can find more information about Ahmed’s case here.

Joao Eduardo Freitas
"My experience with MAL has been for sure the most exciting
and fullfilling I have ever been involved with. Being Brazilian, it’s
such an honor to be able to assist with anthropological research
that aims to give back and ensure the Guaran and Kaiowá
people bring more visibility to their culture, and most importantly
their struggles with the current political scenario. I am excited to
build connections and materials that’ll last in a meaningful way
for the GK and the international community. I am proud to say I
am also writing my LLB thesis on Lei Maria da Penha and its
connection with the indigenous women in Brazil, inspired by the
project"

AFFILIATE NETWORK UPDATES
Mohsen Hazrati
Mohsen Hazrati's Redundancy Repetitions hub explores how we
derive meaning from words and the significance of relational
interaction. In a dynamic series of virtual spaces, Hazrati
emphasizes the derivative nature of finding meaning. Calling
everything a genitive case, Hazrati explores artefact vs. symbol
with personal experiences serving as a proxy in order to convey
and convert information.
In Farsi, the same term - ﺣﺮف اﺿﺎﻓﻪis used to refer to a
grammatical genitive case, and also redundancy words.
There is a Figure of Speech in Iranian literature, which is about
using a row of genitive cases or redundancy words that talk
about, or describe one word, a poetic approach that emphasizes
the nuances between variations of meaning: The water is wet,
liquid, shining, dark, deep.
Dissecting visual elements, inspecting symbols, and separating
relational meaning, Redundancy Repetitions approaches visual
storytelling as a series of genitive cases, a collection of
redundancies that repeatedly describe the same thing. Though it
may seem redundant, can any two descriptions ever be the
same? Does meaning not change depending on the perspective?
Redundancy Repetitions is a layered experience of cascading
virtual environments that are a series of small visual stories,
together forming a description of a whole. Each layer invites full
immersion into a unique perspective. We find function and
aesthetic, redundant in each instance, derivative, and provoking
personal interpretation.

Jose Sherwood Gonzalez
José Sherwood (He/They) is currently working in collaboration with SODA and FutureEverything on
Mesoamerican Futurisms, a project which applies extended reality (XR) as a shapeshifting methodology to
cultivate human (and more-than-human) transformations. Drawing upon decolonising theories from the
ontological turn in Anthropology and Design (Escobar 2020; Fry 2020; Kohn 2014), this practice-based PhD
brings together indigenous artists and anthropologists from Mexico City to co-produce a series of site-specific,
participatory and immersive XR experiences. He is particularly keen to speak to current practitioners/academics
interested in XR, multimodal and multi-perspectival research.
You can find more about Jose's work here.

AFFILIATE NETWORK UPDATES
ElSEWHERE | Natalja Vikulina
What kind of a place creates virtual reality? How different it is
from the physical space? What are the relationships between
the real and the virtual space? What relationships do we form
with the virtual space? How new technologies (in particular,
virtual reality) transform the way we as viewers perceive art,
and how the same technologies transform our mode of thinking
and creating?
The “Elsewhere” project acts as a “gesamtkunstwerk” , as a
“total work of art”, and combine charcoal drawings, real objects,
prints, video and Virtual Reality, with all mediums crossreferencing each other. The viewers are invited to look closer
and more attentively on different un-animated natural forms that
surround us. Today, in the deep crisis of the Anthropocene,
there is an urgent need to re-examine our relationships with the
world that surrounds us. Can this attentive gaze be a starting
point of a new relationships?
You can watch the trailer of the project here or experience it
with your Oculus here.

Zach Mason
Currently Zach Mason has been working on several projects. The first, an interactive space on Mozilla hubs as
part of the UCL MAL online exhibition for which he spoke at their conference in January. He has also been
experimenting with a VR physics based game which aims to bend the conceptions of reality and re-spark the joy
of playing with building blocks as a small child. The final project comes as part of the Uroborus Festival May 5th 18th where an interactive Design Research paper as part of the fellowship his PhD is taking place under has
been converted into an online social space to discuss and collaborate on top of an existing research topic.
Learn more about
Zach's work here:
OogBrain
Gather Town
Modzilla Hubs

AFFILIATE NETWORK UPDATES
Maria Fernandez Pello
"Soil science, soil fiction" calls attention to dredging’s capacity to
literally manufacture land and, with it, to expand sovereign and
economic power. As a technique that allows to “produce” new
territory and expand sovereign power, dredging also gives rise to a
new type of conflict: the fight over sand resources. Furthermore, as
an engineered technique capable of increasing national territories
and real estate assets, dredging infuses supposedly “inert” matter
such as sand with an immense power, further blurring the
boundaries between science/magic, truth/myth, apparatuses
/discourse. The use of science-fiction within the film emphasizes the
blurriness that emerges as we realize that science is a performative
and transformative engagement with those things that destabilize our
understanding of the world.
You can find more about Maria's work here.

Ezgi Sonmez
As a social anthropologist and research-based artist, my proposal to
use ethnographic film to examine the multifaceted ways in which (a
changed relationship with) time and temporality affect the everyday
lives of collective trauma survivors.
In order to write a doctoral thesis and develop an art practice arising
from it, I will be asking: What are the shared elements of
interlocutors’ narratives on the experience of time in periods of crisis
while many do not know how to live with the present between
poignant pasts and uncertain futures? If we acquire a feeling that
what we do in this present will have power on both the past and the
future, what are we doing with the 'uncanny now' that is creating an
unusually overburdened perception of present-ness? How do we find
ways out to create meaning and agency that have transmuted our
(dis)ability to act when the old-world rules are castrated and
tomorrows are too blurred to anticipate, during pandemic
temporalities, for example?

JOIN THE MAL GLOBAL NETWORK
UCL MAL is a global network of interdisciplinary researchers, dedicated to
exploring innovative methods for producing research and presenting it to
diverse audiences. Founded in 2017 by postgraduate students at UCL
Anthropology, we now have over 200 members from around the world, and
we continue to grow every day.

Learn more on our website: www.uclmal.com
Subscribe to our Newsletter to stay up to date with the latest MAL news.
Join our Affiliate Network if you would like to join quarterly Network Meetings,
where we share our work, exchange ideas and develop collaborations.
If you would like to join our conversation and get involved contact us here,
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